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Context: United Nations Decade of Ocean 
Science for Sustainable Development

"The Science We Need For The Ocean We Want"

The United Nations has proclaimed a Decade of 
Ocean Science for Sustainable Development 
(2021-2030) to support efforts to reverse the cycle 
of decline in ocean health and gather ocean 
stakeholders worldwide behind a common 
framework that will ensure ocean science can fully 
support countries in creating improved conditions 
for sustainable development of the Ocean.



Context: The UN Ocean Conference



A selection ocean-climate nexus issues

• Sea Level Rise
• Coastal erosion
• Ocean acidification
• Fisheries and aquaculture
• Loss of cultural resources and artifacts
• Ocean warming
• Deep sea mining
• Blue finance
• Blue carbon
• Coastal flooding

• Salination of soil and water
• Algal blooms/Anoxia
• Maritime transport emissions
• Over water renewable energy
• Blue carbon
• Human migration out of the coastal zone
• Coastal and ocean conflict
• Upstream uses and ocean connections
• Species/biodiversity loss
• Mangrove restoration and conservation



Ocean issues and the Glasgow Pact

• Preamble: “the importance of ensuring the integrity of all 
ecosystems, including forests, the ocean and the cryosphere…”

• Article 21 - marine ecosystems are recognized as “carbon sinks”
• Article 60 of the final decision (1/CP.26) invites the relevant work 

programs and constituted bodies under the UNFCCC to consider how 
to integrate and strengthen ocean-based actions in their existing 
mandates and workplans.

• Article 61 introduces the organization of an annual “ocean-climate” 
dialogue held by the Chair of the Subsidiary Body for Scientific and 
Technological Advice, known as the SBSTA, from June 2022



Two Goals:

1) To establish an international interdisciplinary 
knowledge exchange hub around ocean and coastal 

climate change issues
2) To support the RINGO network by sharing 

information about ocean and coastal aspects of the 
ongoing UNFCCC negotiations



Our Group

• Keeping  oceans as part of the climate narrative and 
maintaining focus on ocean-climate nexus issues

• 51 Participants representing 16 different countries
• Resources folder is open access
• Profiles and overview of interests HERE

Find our folder by going to: 
https://tinyurl.com/RINGOoceans

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Q-3-7Nik4e8hUAJpM0nkHb6YtiAbOZcVYTmiqbuPcZo/edit
https://tinyurl.com/RINGOoceans


Efforts Leading up to COP27

• Collaboration on side event applications
• Reporting of ocean related negotiations
• Networking and relationship building



At COP27

• Supporting/attending each other’s events
• Information sharing about ongoing ocean issues in 

the negotiations
• Informal meetup/gathering of the minds
• Getting to meet each other in real life



Quarterly Meetings Online

• First meetings held on May, August, and November 2022
– ~12-15 participants in attendance
– Video recorded 

• Next meeting will be held February 2, 2022 at 10am ET
• Sign up to the list below to receive communication about 

meetings. 
https://tinyurl.com/RINGOoceanSignUp



Thank You 

Questions???

Contact me:
MiriahKelly@gmail.com


